An analytic treatment of competitive, irreversible (immobile) random one-, two-, three-, . . . point adsorption (or monomer, dimer, trimer, . . . filling) on infinite, uniform two-dimensional lattices is provided by applying previously developed truncation schemes to the hierarchial form of the appropriate master equations. The behavior of these processes for two competing species is displayed by plotting families of ''filling trajectories'' in the partial-coverage plane for various ratios of adsorption rates. The time or coverage dependence of various subconfiguration probabilities can also be analyzed. For processes where no one-point (monomer) adsorption occurs, the lattice cannot fill completely; accurate estimates of the total (and partial) saturation coverages can be obtained.
I. INTRODUCTION
Irreversible immobile adsorption or reaction at specific sites on a one-dimensional (1D) polymer chain, or 2D substrate, has been modeled as the irreversible (immobile) filling of either single sites, or pairs, or triples, . . . of sites on a lattice, In general, such processes are cooperative, i.e. , the absorption rates depend on the state of sites surrounding those being filled. These rates are the input to the master equations which are naturally recast in hierarchial form for processes on infinite lattices (of interest here). ' In one dimension, exact results are available for all such random-filling processes, as well as for a variety of cooperative processes.
The same is true for-Bethe lattices and other branching media. Except for random and "almost random" filling, ' no exact closed-form solutions are available for processes on 2D lattices. ' However, formal coverage (density) expansions for subconfiguration probabilities are always available.
In this work, we shall exploit a recent analysis, via approximate hierarchial truncation to various orders, of the random filling of pairs, or of certain triples, or 4-tuples of sites on various infinite 2D lattices. Even for these simple random-filling processes, the occupatio~statistics are nontrivial, the most obvious indication here being that the lattice is not completely filled at saturation.
Here we consider processes involving competitive, irreversible (immobile) filling of single sites and/or pairs, triples, . . . of lattice sites. Physically, this could correspond to irreversible co-adsorption of several different molecular species or, alternatively, adsorption of a single type of molecule with different binding configurations.
The latter-is proposed for CO adsorption on several metal surfaces. This process involves competition between twopoint binding of P-CO at pairs of sites and one-point binding of a-CO at single sites. Other examples can be cited. For unification, here we shall. describe such processes in terms of competitive adsorption of monomers, dimers, trimers, . . . (i.e. , of various "N-mers"). Here the term "N-mer" indicates the number (N) of lattice sites filled by this adsorbing species, rather than the number of atoms contained therein.
A hierarchy of rate equations for the probabilities P [a] of various subconfigurations of sites LT specified filled and/or empty can be written intuitively even for such cooperative processes. ' ' In these subconfigurations, we must, in general, specify which species occupy the various filled sites. Here we note that the following fundamental shielding property is embedded in these equations Suppose that a wall of empty sites separates the lattice into two disconnected regions, and is sufficiently thick that any event on the lattice is not simultaneously affected by (the state of) sites on both sides; then sites on one side are shielded from the effect of those on the other. Proof is via self-consistency with the hierarchial equations. ' This property leads to exact truncation and solution of the hierarchy for various competitive, irreversible, random, and cooperative processes on 1D lattices (as well as on Bethe lattices and other branching media), and motivates our approximate hierarchial truncation procedures in two dimensions.
A significant simplification in these hierarchial equations occurs if the adsorption rates depend, at most, on whether the influencing sites are filled or empty, and noton the particular species adsorbed there. ' Here one can obtain a closed subhierarchy for probabilities of various subconfigurations of empty sites, using conservation of probability (just as for adsorption of a single type of species). One such important case, to which we restrict our attention henceforth, is the competitive, irreversible, immobile, random filling of monomers, dimers, trimers, Furthermore, we shall consider only infinite, uniform lattices, which are initially empty, so that subconfiguration probabilities are invariant under all space-group operations on the lattice, including translation.
It has
been observed previously that, in one dimension, these simpler equations are readily amenable to exact solution ' (again by virtue of the above-mentioned shielding property), so here we concentrate on the 2D case.
The general form of the hierarchial rate equations, ap- 31 1759 1985 The American Physical Society propriate to these processes, is presented in Sec. II, together with a brief discussion of the hierarchial truncation procedure. Results for a variety of competitive, irreversible, random-filling processes, concentrating on the "filling trajectories" characterizing partial-coverage behavior, are presented in Sec. III. The special case of competitive random filling of two distinct dimer species is described in Sec. IV, and some concluding remarks are given in Sec. V.
II. HIERARCHIAL RATE EQUATIONS
AND THEIR TRUNCATION Here we consider competitive, random filling of a mixture of monomers (m), dimers (d), various trimers [e.g., linear ( lt) and bent (bt) trimers on a square lattice], . . . , with rates K~, Kd, KIt, Kyt, . . . , respectively; In general, we refer to an K-mer species s (with N =K, ) adsorbing with rate~"where~,dt denotes the probability of filling a specific s-shaped cluster of sites prescribed empty in an (infinitesimal) time interval dt. If [ n j o denotes a subconfiguration of n empty sites, [ n j, and P [ [ n j,] the corresponding probability, then one can write P[[n j, ]=x D(") adD(")pc"D'('")-, (2.1) (2.2b) where~( ") is the number of pairs of adjacent sites in [ n j, The RJ~" » for trimer, tetramer, . . . species s are more complex, involving products of Q's, and are described in detail elsewhere.
Our nth-shell (or nth-order) truncation procedure operates directly on the right-hand side (rhs) of these by neglecting conditioning sites further than n lattice vectors from the conditioned site, thus obtaining a closed set of equations for a finite subset of Q's. We thus take advantage of the shielding propensity of closer empty conditioning sites. (On 1D and Bethe lattices, and on more general branching media, this procedure, suitably implemented, produces exact results. ) As mentioned in the Introduction, we consider here only adsorption on infinite, uniform, initially empty lattices. Consequently, the subconfiguration probabilities are invariant under all lattice space-group operations, and [ n j" in P[[n j,], is naturally interpreted as representing a class of subconfigurations related by space-group operations. Since, in particular, probabilities are translationally invariant, in the following we use the obvious notation P[o], P[oo], P[ooo], . . . to denote probabilities of an empty site, adjacent pair of sites, linear triple of sites (e.g. , on a square lattice), . . . , respectively. Thus e-= 1 P[o]gives the lattice coverage.
In our previous treatment of the random filling of single types of X-mer species, computer routines were written to generate the RJ I"» and apply truncation to various orders. This allowed treatment and comparison of various orders of truncation where many coupled Q equations are involved. It should be clear that treatment of competitive random filling involves simple combination of these individual routines (for each order of truncation). In general, more Q's will be required to close the set of truncated equations, at each order, than for the random filling of any of the individual species. Modification to consider competitive random filling of monomers with a single type of N-mer species is particularly simple since R~( ") =1 for all [ n j. The numerical results presented in the next section follow from estimates of probabilities of empty subconfigurations obtained via these truncation procedures.
For competitive adsorption, knowledge of probabilities of empty subconfigurations only provides limited information about the distribution of adsorbed species (in contrast to single-species adsorption). For example, partial coverages B,B~, B~".. . for monomers, dimers, linear trimers (for an appropriate lattice), . . . , which satisfy B-=B +6~+6~, +. . . , are not included. However, the partial coverage, 6" for any N mer sp-ecies s, adsorbing with rate sc"can be simply determined by integrating the additional equation that this decomposition is not always appropriate since v, can be nonintegral, e.g. , vq =c/2 equals 3/2 for a hexagonal lattice.
Determination of probabilities of more general subconfigurations involving sites specified filled with various species is more complicated. Consider, for example, competitive random filling of monomers o~m (with rate K ), and dimers oo~dd (with rate K~), at the sites of a square lattice. To determine the probability of an adjacent m-filled and empty site, P[mo], we must consider the infinite coupled set of equations (exploiting all lattice symmetries),
Here, P '[o] is the probability of an s-shaped subconfiguration of empty sites, and the "generalized coordination number" c, for the species s gives the number of ways that this species can be placed on the lattice to cover a particular site. Thus, in particular, c =1, and c~-c, the standard lattice coordination number. On a square lattice, for example, one has
where K,dt gives the probability that the species s will adsorb covering some particular site, with local environment prescribed empty, in an (infinitesimal) time interval dt (so that 6,/6, -1, as t+--0, when IC, =K, ). These rates will be used later in presenting results. The enhancement of X, over K, by a factor of c, (or of 6, over 6, as t~0, when K, = K~) occurs since there are c, ways that a species s can adsorb covering any site (with empty local environment).
Often one can write c, =N, v, (for an N mer s with N =N, ), and interpret v, as the number of different orientations that the species s can assume on the lattice [e.g., on a square lattice, vq --2, vI, =2 (horizontal and vertical}, vb, =4, and v,q=1]. This equality reflects the fact that any of the N, atoms of the N, -mer s can fill a particular site, and that this filling can occur via v, differently oriented processes (e.g. , horizontal and vertical for dimers and linear trimers on a square lattice). Note where sq denotes square tetramers, and c~--4, c~, --6, cb, --12, and c,q=4. It is important to note that, provided the truncation scheme does not affect the dP[o]/dt equation, we are guaranteed that the truncation solutions satisfy the "conservation of probability" condition 1 -P [0]-:6=6 +6/+ Since the probabilities on the rhs of (2.5) and (2.6) equal unity when t=0, we have that B,-~,c,t, as t~O, and so (2.10)
Systematic estimation of such quantities from sufficiently high-order truncation approximations is clearly possible. Analogous remarks can be made regarding the estimation of probabilities of subconfigurations involving sites specified filled with various species for more general, random, competitive filling processes. Such an example is present-
where the P denote empty conditioning sites. A similar set of equations must be considered when determining, e.g. , P [do] . More generally, rate equations for probabilities of subconfigurations involving a number of filled sites couple to P's for configurations with one or more of the filled sites replaced by empty sites, and to P's for configurations with the same set of filled sites but more empty sites. For example, 
III. RESULTS FOR COMPETITIVE RANDOM FILLING OF DIFFERENT SPECIES
We first consider several irreversible, random-filling processes involving just two distinct species, say s and s*.
The process is naturally described by a "filling trajectory" in the (e"e,) partial-coverage plane. We assume that the lattice is initially empty so that this trajectory starts at the origin and is confined, in the positive quadrant, to the triangle 0(e=e, +6, (1. It is natural to generate a continuous one-parameter family of such trajectories by varying the ratio of the adsorption rates, K, /K " for the two species. The nontrivial trajectory curves presented in this section should be contrasted with those from "stan- Fig. 2 . In Fig. 3 we have shown the filling trajectories for three cases where dirners, and one type of X-mer species s with X & 3, compete, randomly filling the sites of a square lattice. The second-order truncation approximation was used here. The saturation coverage e"' (which is less than unity) is listed in Table II for several values of K, /Kd. These saturation coverages are clearly discontinuous as functions of ICd /K, at zero, since when Ed/K, =O, the process simply involves random X-mer filling, but when Kd/K, =0+, the process continues through an (infinitely slower) second stage where dimers randomly fill some of the remaining empty pairs of sites. Note that the saturation coverage for these processes is continuous as a function of E,/Kd at zero since, after random dimer filling to saturation, there remain only isolated empty sites (on which K-mers cannot adsorb). It is particularly interesting to note that the effect of adding some S-mer co-adsorption to the random dimer-filling problem (i.e. , consider A, /Ed increasing from zero) is to increase the saturation coverage for linear trimers and square tetramers, but to initially decrease it for bent trimers. We expect that this is because of the relatively high probability of isolating empty sites in the "elbow" of the bent trimer (see Fig. 4 ).
For competitive, random filling on a square lattice of linear and bent trimers, and of linear trimers and square tetramers, filling trajectories (from second-order truncation) are shown in Fig. 5 . Discontinuities in the saturation coverage obviously occur at both ends of the (infinite) range of rate ratios since, infinitesimally close to either end, two-stage filling occurs.
Let us now analyze, in more detail, the limiting rate regimes described above where filling occurs in two stages. Since second-order truncation is used to analyze these competing processes, for consistency, the saturation values quoted below for many quantities, for various singlespecies random-filling processes, are also taken from second-order analyses (detailed in Ref. 6). Limited accu- For competitive, random filling of dimers and bent trimers, when Kd/Kb, --0+, bent-trimer filling proceeds to coverage =0.834, at which point isolated linear strings of empty sites (of length one or more) remain. The process then continues with random dimer filling on the empty strings of length two or more to coverage =0.906, so the saturation partial coverage of dimers is =0.072. For random bent-trimer filling, at saturation, the fraction of empty sites in linear strings of length two or more is 0.078, of which the fraction in strings of exactly length two (i.e. , in isolated empty pairs) is 0.058, determined, in the second order, using the approximation
The latter, of course, are all filled by dimers. We thus conclude that -0.014/0. 020 or -70/o of the sites in linear empty strings of length three or more-are filled.
Exact calculations for random dimer filling on finite linear lattices produce mean saturation coverages of 3 and -', for lengths 3, 4, and 5, respectively, and, thereafter, a monotonic increase to an infinite length value of 1e =86.5%%uo. ' For competitive, random filling of bent and linear trimers, a list of saturation coverages for various Kb, /K~, is given in Table III . When K~, /Kb, --0+, random benttrimer filling first occurs to coverage =0.834, and then linear trimer filling occurs on the remaining 0.020 empty sites in linear strings of length three or more. Since most of these strings have length three (see above), we anticipate that the (total) Table III .
Finally, to demonstrate the flexibility of our methods, we give results for the saturation coverage for a competitive, random-filling process on a square lattice involving dimers, and both linear and bent trimers. In Fig. 6 we have shown the constant saturation coverage contours in "rate space. " The saturation coverage is continuous at the dimer vertex, and along the two edges extending from it (dimer and linear trimer filling; dimer and bent trimer filling), but not at the lower edge (bent-and linear-trimer filling), where the extent of discontinuity can be determined from so 8~/6~~a la~I C--/K~. Furthermore, we have also indicated that the probabilities of empty subconfigurations for this process are identical to those for random filling of a singe type of dimer with rate sc, if we make the identification v = v~+~~.
In this section we shall restrict our attention to this competitive dimer-filling process for the case of an initial- where either none or one of the specified sites in the subconfiguration o+o' is d-filled, and the rest are empty. It is easy to see that an exact closed set of equations can be obtained for these ( where P (5) denote empty (d-filled) conditioning sites. In the second-order truncation, we neglect conditioning sites in these Q's further than two lattice vectors from the single o or d conditioned site, so, e.g. ,
A potential deficiency of this approach is seen in these last two examples, where we draw on the shielding propensity of a d-filled site (which is less than that of an empty site), but these approximations are no worse than others made in second We have exploited sophisticated hierarchial truncation techniques here to obtain accurate results for the kinetics and statistics of processes involving competitive, irreversi-. b e (immobile), random filling of monomers, dimers, . . . on 2D lattices (the first such results for nontrivial, competitive, irreversible 2D-lattice processes). "Filling trajectories" for various ratios of species filling rates are used to conveniently characterize these filling processes. For comparison, we again recall that in standard analyses of the kinetics of competitive first-order processes, i.e. , competitive random monomer filling, one trivially obtains straight-line filling trajectories with slopes determined by the rate ratio. We have shown that this is also the case for various nontrivial competitive filling processes where only dimers, or only linear trimers, . . . are involved (cf.
Sec. IV).
It is appropriate to indicate here a subtle variation of the random dimer-filling mechanism, which we characterize as "end-on dimer filling. " Instead of randomly sarnpling empty pairs of sites on which to adsorb (as is implicit in the above treatment), one could randomly sample single empty sites (with one end of the dimer) and then either attach the other end to a randomly chosen adjacent empty site (should one exist) or, otherwise, desorb. We shall elaborate on the statistical difference between the models in later work, ' where it will be shown that the saturation coverage for random end-on dimer filling (cf. random filling involving monomers and dimers only, this property implies that any site which separates the lattice into two or more disconnected parts (i.e., an articulation point), when specified empty, shields sites in one part from the influence of those in the others. It is natural to use these results to gain insight into the behavior of corresponding processes on physical lattices of the same coordination number. For Bethe lattices, we expect significant similarities when the size of the adsorbing species (extended by the range of the cooperative effects) is smaller than the (smallest) closed loops on the physical lattice. Here we consider only competitive random monomer and dimer filling.
For this process on a Bethe lattice of coordination number c ( & 2), we have that d d dt ' [or we can use 6 +6d+6, -: 1, and drop one of Eqs.
(A5)]. The physical requirement that 6 =1 P[o] when Kd --0 and 6 &1 P[o] when Kd &0 and t&0 is guaranteed since the second factor in (A4) is identically equal to unity when~d --0 and between zero and unity when Kd &0 and 0& Q & 1. It is interesting to note here that the above results coincide with the first-order truncation approximation on a physical lattice of coordination number c, Prouided this lattice has no closed loops of length three. Clearly, the first-order approximation on, e.g. , square and hexagonal lattices, cannot "see" that these lattices have closed loops.
For a hexagonal lattice (which has larger loops, and is thus more "Bethe-lattice-like" ), the second-order approximation also coincides with the c=3 Bethe-lattice results. Thus the similarity between hexagonal and c=3 Bethelattice behavior is greater than that between square and c=4 Bethe-lattice behavior (see Fig. 1 ).
It is natural to consider these filling problems on branching structures, having some closed loops, which resemble the physical lattice more closely than the corresponding Bethe lattice, but for which exact solution is still possible. In this context we consider competitive, random monomer and dimer filling on a square cactus (see Fig. g ). Using the fact that, here, any site specified empty separates the lattice into two disconnected parts and shields sites in one part from the influence of those in the other, one can straightforwardly obtain the following closed set of equations: . Note that the first factor on the righthand side of (A4) equals exp( K~t )-Partial coverages can now be obtained through integration of the equations should be interpreted to lie on a single loop. Integrating these equations together with (A5) produces the results shown in Table I . As might be anticipated, these lie between the c=4 Bethe-lattice and square-lattice values.
